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ABSTRACT 
In the past decade there has been some exploration fn using 
truth values other than the usual {T,F} or {0,1} values. In 
particular this was done by Dana Scott constructing Boolean Valued 
Models of Set Theory, Richard Mansfield resulting In Boolean Ultra- 
powers, and L. A. Zadeh developing Fuzzy Sets. 
Boolean Valued Models for Set Theory generalizes the Boolean 
algebra of {0,1} to any complete Boolean algebra.  Boolean ultra- 
powers Investigate the generalization of the Boolean algebra 2' to 
an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra.  Fuzzy sets take values in the 
Interval [0,1] instead of the usual {0,1} values. 
In this paper we briefly look at each of these three concepts, 
and then compare the three, keeping in mind the possibility of using 
values of an arbitrary Boolean algebra for Fuzzy Sets instead of the 
interval [0,1], 
CHAPTER 1 
BOOLEAN VALUED MODELS OF SET THEORY 
When we formulate the axioms of set theory, we have In mind 
an Intuitive Idea of "sets". Mathematicians have discovered that 
certain objects and relations (I.e. point, line, betweenness, group, 
set, etc.) are best regarded as undefined notions with specified 
properties. 
These properties or axioms should be specified In such a 
manner that no paradoxes or Inconsistencies result. A theory Is 
Inconsistent If It contains a formula $ such that both * and *\4 
are theorems.  If the theory contains no formula * such that both 
$ and M» are theorems, It Is consistent. Once a consistent set 
of axioms Is written down, we can freely study any structure for 
which the axioms hold. This usually Includes a much broader scope 
of structures than the original notions for which the axioms were 
specified. 
Axiomatic set theory Is Incomplete; that Is, there are some 
statements In set theory which can neither be proved nor disproved. 
In particular Godel's Incompleteness Theorem Implies that using the 
axioms of set theory, we cannot prove that set theory Is inconsistent* 
There are certain properties which we feel are true In our 
Intuitive Idea of set theory but which are not theorems of the 
formal set theory. To make the theory more like our Intuitive concept, 
we add more axioms to those which we already have. Naturally, the 
new axioms must be consistent with the old ones. 
When we add an additional axiom, Ay to the axioms we started 
with, we want to know If the theory now says more than It did before. 
Do any new theorems result? In other words, Is A Independent of the 
other axioms? One way to show A Is Independent Is to find a model 
satisfying the original axioms and the negation of A; that Is, to 
find an Interpretation In which the original axioms and \A are true 
and which Is consistent.  In logic this Is known as the Completeness 
Theorem: A set of axions T  is consistent If and only If r has a 
model. 
We will consider models of set theory In which the predicate 
e will take values In any Boolean algebra, instead of the 2-valued 
Boolean algebra, {0,1}. The use of these Boolean-valued models for 
set theory Is in constructing independence proofs. 
We now attempt to give the reader a brief background. We 
first develop the Idea of a Boolean algebra. A set X is a partially 
ordered set if It satisfies the following properties: 
a) Reflexlvity—  for all xeX, x^x. 
b) Antisymmetry— for all x, yeX, if x£y and y&x, 
then x-y. 
c) Transitivity— for all x, y, zeX, If x£y and y£z, 
then x^z. 
A Lattice Is a partially ordered set in which each two element 
subset, fe,y), has both a supremum denoted xVy and an inflmum denoted 
xAy. For any lattice the following Identities hold: 
a) xVy-yVx xAy-yAx 
b) xV(yVz)-(xVy)Vz xA(yAz)-(xAy)Az 
c) (xVy)Ay-y (xAy)Vy-y 
A lattice L Is complemented If It has a maximum element, 1, 
a minimum element, 0, and If for each xeL there Is an element ysL 
satisfying: xVy-I and xAy-0. A lattice L Is distributive If for 
all x, y, zeL the following Identities hold: 
(xVy)Az-(xAz)V(yAz) 
(xAy)Vz-(xVz)A(yVz) 
A Boolean algebra Is a complemented distributive lattice with at 
least two elements* 
We also want our Boolean algebra to be complete, that Is, 
each set of any number of elements has both an Inftmum and a supremum. 
We desire this so that we can find values of statements Involving 
quantifiers, such as 3x$x. To avoid confusing symbols of Boolean 
algebra with logical symbols, we will use the following notation for 
Boolean algebra: 
+ for V, the supremum of two elements. 
• for A, the Inflmum of two elements* 
E for the supremum of more than two elements, 
H for the Inflmum of more than two elements, 
A model Is an Interpretation of the predicates, constants, and 
free variables of a language which results In each sentence being given 
a value. The values given are usually either 0 (false) or 1 (true). 
For example, consider the sentence a  , which Is Vy_ M(v).  If we 
interpret M as the predicate "Is an Asian," then a  Is true If we 
interpret the variables as ranging over all Vietnamese, and false If 
we Interpret the variables as ranging over all physicists. However, 
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If we Interpret M to be "Is a scientist," then a Is true If we 
interpret the variables as ranging over all physicists, and false If 
we Interpret the variables as ranging over all Vietnamese. 
A model of Set Theory Is an interpretation of constants, 
variables, and the predicate e      in such a way that the sen- 
tences which are axioms of set theory are true.  In our model a true 
sentence has the value 1 in the Boolean algebra* 
Set theory starts with two concepts: 
A Universe t* a structure satisfying the axioms of set 
theory. V is basically a collection of 
objects called sets. 
A single binary relation e (called a membership 
relation). 
The axioms of set theory (the properties we want e and = to have) are: 
ExtenslonalIty no two distinct sets in tt have the same 
elements. 
VxVy [Vz(zex-*-^zey)-»-x*y] 
Union to every set A there corresponds a set B 
whose members are precisely the members 
of the members of A. 
Vx3yV z [ z ey-*-+3t (t exAz et) ] 
Replacement- suppose a formula E(x,y,a~;..., a. •) defines 
a singulary functional relation with 
parameters aQ, ,,,,ay,.|.  Let A be any set. 
The universe tl contains a set B whose 
elements are the images of this functional 
relation for those elements of A In Its domain. 
Vx ...Vx  [VxVyVy'[E(x,y,x xk-1) 
AEtx,y' ,x-o;... ,xk_, )+y=y • ]+¥t3wVv 
[vew*->-3u[uetAE (u,v,x0,... ,xk_ j)] ]] 
Power Set given a set A there exists a set B whose 
members are just A's subsets. 
Vx3y Vz [zey«-*-zf x] 
Infinity there is an ordinal which Is not finite. 
3x[0exAVy (yex-»yU{y}ex) ] 
Foundation--*- every non-empty set has an element which Is 
disjoint from It. 
Vx [x40-+ 3 y (y Ex Ay fl x-0] 
Choice-- If a Is a set of palrwlse disjoint but non-* 
empty sets, then there Is a set whose 
Intersections with elements of a are always 
singletons, 
Va [[Vx(xea ->-xtfb)  A VxVy(xeaAyea •*■ 
(x-y Vxfly-0))] -* 3bVx3u(xea-*bfl x- {u} )] 
Shortly, we will proceed to define a unfversf v' ° '  and 
predicates eand -. V ^ &', e , and - will be defined In such a 
way that for any two objects of V* °', a and b, values P and Q of 
a Boolean algebra will be associated with aeb and a-b respectively. 
These will be called the "Boolean values" of a eb and a-b denoted 
by I|aeb|| and ||a-bj|. 
With our Intuitive concept of E; given two sets a and b, 
either a Is an element of b, or a Is not an element of b. That Is, 
a eb takes on the value of 0 or 1. By taking values from a Boolean 
algebra other than the usual 2-valued Boolean algebra, we can allow 
for other possibilities of truth values.  If a Is likely to be an 
element of b with probability P say, then we will assign ||aeb|| - P, 
where P Is a Boolean value. 
Example: Suppose we have a set C of 20 coins (Cj,...,C2Q), 
and we define a subset of C as follows: 
b ■ the set of all coins In C which when flipped, land heads up. 
Let Ci be a two-headed coin, then ||Cj eb||- 1.  If C, Is a two- 
tailed coin, |]C2£bj|~0. Now suppose Co Is a symmetric coin, and ts 
e^s likely to land heads up as tails up. We will assign ||Cocb|| a truth 
value ft. which is a boolean value, where Bj can be thouqht of as the 
value assigned to the statement "a symmetric coin will land heads up." 
If a coin C|Q v/ere loaded so that it would come up heads 30 percent 
of the time, ||C|Q.eb|| would be assigned a value F^*  ^7 's a'so a 
Boolean value. 
More complex statements can be made from members of V^"',£ , 
and = using the following rules: 
a) Each member of V*"' is a term. 
b) If p and q are terms, then (p=q) and (peq) are sentences. 
c) If x is a variable and X is a sentence, then VxX is a 
sentence, 
d) If X and Y are sertences, ^X and X/VY are sentences.1 
Once peq and p~q have been given values, all sentences can be assigned 
values in a natural way. 
Ml-o 
Ml - 1 
IM^I 
Mil 
I - I 1*1 
- -11*1 
lurl 
,3U
°
(U)|1
 ^uW^11 
|^(u)||-unv(e)INu)|| 
Taking a look at membershio, aeb thouqht of in the usual sense 
takes on the value of the characteristic function corresponding to 
b, ub(a). 
u^(a) -  1 if aeb 
ub(a) =0 if ^(aeb) 
l
.  J, B. Rosser, Simplified Independence Proofs, p, 35. 
We can dispense with b, and replace It by u obtaining a function u 
with values 0 and I rather than a set b with members and nonmembers. 
Then aeu Is a statement having truth value u(a). 
Then the standard universe V" {\L: a Is an ordinal number} 
(2) (2) 
where Va»{x:3£[(5<ct)A[x<VJ\]}  can be thought of as V1 '- {Vax ': a 
Is an ordinal number} where v(2)={ue2d°m(u*:3£[(£<a)A[dom(u)eV f2']]}. 
The Boolean valued analog In which we are Interested Is V °'» 
{v(p): a Is an ordinal number} where Va(^=»{ueedom(u> :3S 
[[£<a]A[dom(u)eVa^]]}. A "set" of level a will be a function u 
whose values are elements of the Boolean algebra and whose domain 
(dom(u)) is included In some earlier level. The first few levels are: 
v~W - o 
V?J|) - {0} 
V2
W
 = {0} {{<0,b>}:be3} 
We will say that a formula $ Is B-valld In V<P) Iff ||*|| - 1 
and we see that 
THEOREM: All the rules and axioms of proposttlonal calculus are 
3_valid, and all the rules and axioms of predicate calculus are 
B-valid.2 
Mow we want the axioms of set theory to hold In the model. So 
we make the following definition keeping the axiom of extenslonalIty 
In mind. 
For all u, veV^e' 
Muevll -yGdom(v) (llCyev)A(u-y)H) 
All definitions and theorems of Boolean Valued Models for Set 
Theory wl11 be from D. Scott and R. Solovay "Lectures on Boolean 
Valued Models for Set Theory", pp. k,  10-13, 20. 
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which ts 
lluevll    -     E  (y(v)  •  11 u-yl I   ) 
y ?dom  vv) 
111"'l i*l(lj,,*u>*<,*¥)ll)- 
n (||(yev)-»- (yeu)||) 
yedom(v) 
MU"V!I    Ze£*(toM*UmU)m 
n (v(y)-*||yeu||) 
yedolii  (v) 
We see that 
(I) the predecessors of u£v are the u=«y for yedom(v). 
(If) the predecessors of u»v are  the xev for xedom(u) 
together with y£u for yedom(v). Since xedom(u) 
is well founded, the relation is well founded. 
From this definition we can verify 
THEOREM: All the axioms of equality are 3-valId; indeed 
for al 1 u, v, we\T 
(0  |[u-u! 
(Ii) u(x)^ 
u=v 
u*»v 
u«u' 
v»v' 
- 1 
|xeu||for xedom(u) 
a v»u 
<||u-w|[ 
*l 
v°wj 
uev 
UEV u e v" II 
(ill) 
(Iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
COROLLARY: For any formula $(u) and all u, veV^ 
||u-v||.J!$(u)||<H^|| 
COROLLARY:  For any formula $(x) and all ueV^ 
!!x[(xeu)A$ (x)]|| -   x£dnm(u)(u(x). 
||»(x)|| ) 
ll»wil ) 
The axioms of set theory can be shown to be valid In the model 
Once again they are: 
I Extenstonality V Infinity 
II Union VI Foundation 
III Power Set VII Choice 
IV Replacement 
I will go through a proof of the Foundation axiom: 
Vx [Vy [ (yex)-Hj) (y) ]-►$ (x) ]->Vx$(x) 
Proof 
Let b =| |KxW[(yex)-*$(y)]-»-0(x)]||. V/e show by Induction 
that xeV^P) Implies b<||$(x)||. Assume for yedom(x) that 
b<||*(y)|| then 
b<  n   [x(y)^||«(y)||]-||yy[(yexM(y)]|| 
yedom(x) 
but     b*| |Vy[ (yex)-*(y)) 11 =*| |$(x) 11 
so     b<:||*(x)|| 
As we can see, the Boolean valued Interpretation of 
(W, e, «)ls a model of set theory. Also the Boolean algebra {0.1}. 
the usual notion of truth, Is just a specific Instance of the general 
Boolean values Models of Set Theory which we have defined.  Now by 
producing a Boolean valued model In which the continuum hypothesis, 
X"2 , Is false we can demonstrate Independence of the Continuum 
Hypothesis. Similarly by constructing appropriate models we can show 
the Independence of V^L and the Independence of the axiom of choice 
from the other axioms of set theory. Anyone wishing to pursue these 
models should consult Simplified Independence Proofs by Rosser. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BOOLEAN ULTRAPOWERS 
The Idea of using an arbitrary Boolean algebra Instead of the 
usual Boolean algebra Is also used In the theory of Ultrapowers. As 
before, we will give some background Into the subject, 
A filter In a lattice L Is a non-empty subset F of L which 
satisfies: 
a) for all x,yej*, xAy^F 
b) for all x^F and y^L, If x$y then ygF 
Filters In a Boolean algebra B are subsets of 8 with certain proper- 
ties. They can be ordered by set Inclusion, An Ultrafliter Is a max- 
imal filter with respect to this ordering, A more useful way to look 
at ultraftlters Is;  If F Is a filter In a Boolean algebraB, then F 
Is an ultrafliter If for each xe3 either xeF or x*eF but not both, 
(Here x* denotes the compliment of x,) 
A relational structure, 1it   is written H» (A, R-} where the Rr 
are relations on A, The Rr can be thought of as functions from 
powers of A Into {0,l}, All relational structures will be of the same 
type. Let I be an Index set, and for !el let Wj «* <Ai ,R.> be a relation- 
al structure.  IT|  .A, Is the cartesian product of the sets Aj, 
Let f, g be elements of ^A.. We denote the Ith coordinate of f by f(l). 
Let F be an ultrafliter on the power set Boolean algebra of I, 
<P(l),C>. We define the equivalence relation ~F on HAj by fyg 
If and only If {iel: f(l) - g(l)}eF. For each fell A( we let f/F 
be the equivalence class to which f belongs under the relation 'uF, and 
11 
we let IlAj/F - {f/F: fellA,} . nVj/F=<nA|/F,RF> Is called an 
ultraproduct.  If for each lei, V=*U,  the ultraproduct Is denoted by 
U /F and Is called an ultrapower, 
LetH=<A, Re? and T» <B, Sr? be two relational structures, 
Visa substructure of T, and T Is an extension of U  (v/rltten list)   If 
ASB and each of the relations of W Is the restriction of the corres- 
ponding relation of T to A, %   Is elementarily equivalent to T^t<=Tt 
If each sentence of the language which Is true In^< Is also true In T, 
In other words, tf=T If for each sentence cr, U)-o  Iff TFCT , V* 
Is an elementary substructure of T, and T Is an elementary extension of ft 
(written 1/<x) I flA ST and for any formula *(vQ,...,vn) of the language 
and any a0,...,an In A,t/*$[a0,,..,an] Iff T#>[aQ,.,.,an], An 
embedding hof t(Into T Is said to be an elementary embedding of V.  Into 
T If for each formula $(VQ,...,V ) of the language and any ao,,»,, an 
In A we have •M£$[a0,..., an] Iff xM[h(a0),,.,, h(an)]f Thus 
Iffy^T, H<TiIff the Injection of V.  Into T Is an elementary embedding. 
To construct a Boolean ultrapower we must develop a Boolean- 
valued counterpart toll', A first order Boolean-valued model consists 
of a set M together with a collection of functions from various finite 
powers of M Into a complete Boolean algebra, 6, These functions can 
be considered 3-valued relations on M, The truth value for sentences, 
|J|$j| , Is the same as In Boolean-valued models for set theory. That Is 
* ,  J, L, Bell and A. B. Slomson, Models and Ultraproducts, pp, 87-89, 
* ,  Ibid, pp. 73-75, 
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I|R(mj   ...mn)||  » R(m    ...mn) 
||«vr|| - ||*|| ||v|| 
IMI-MMI 
3x$(x) - n ||*(m)|| 
meM 
We now let^=(A, R"> bean arbitrary two-valued structure and 
construct a 8-valued elementary extension IO^^A'"' , R-\ The base 
set of this elementary extension Is the set of all functions from A 
Into 3 whose ranges partition 8, {fegA:^n,meA[mf«n*f(n)+f(m)=0]AJIf(m)-l>. 
meA 
If R Is an n-place relation on A, we extend It to a $-valued relation 
on A(3) by R(flf..., fn) -iK^f, (m,): <mj > EAnAR(m, ...mn)> - 
n 
R(m...? mn) 2 f.(m,).5 1
    
n
 1-1 I  ' 
■ wi     c\amp icy     LIIC    c^ua i i L/     I C I at. i wu     i 3     i  i i — y i  j     — 
n 
For example, the equality rel ion Is ||f»g|l t"m2n^n0  + g(n) 
m f(m) + g(m).    V/e can see,  as was true with Boolean valued models of 
set theory,  the properties of general   Boolean truth values are the same 
as the special   case of the 2-valued Boolean truth. 
THEOREM:     For a  formula $  In the  language of 14, 
(ft) 
For a fixed m in A we can define a characteristic function m* In A  : 
m*(x) 
From this we get: 
f]   if x-m 
lp If x * m 
s
. All theorems, definitions, and equations of Boolean ultraproducts 
are from Richard Mansfield, "The Theory of Boolean Ultraproducts", 
Anals of Mathematical Logic 2, pp. 298-305* 
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COROLLARY: The map nrm*  Is an elementary embedding of K Into 
V(3/. This means that a sentence $(n>j*,.. ,,m. *) 
has value one In w'0' Iff $(m.,... ,m. J Is.true In 
^t, and OCm^*,...^.*) has value zero In 10°'   Iff 
$(m,,... ,mn) Is fatse InW. 
We can reason directly from the corollary that the equality 
axioms are 3-valid In It 
1 
(3) 
- I|g-f|| 
+ llg-hll * llf-h|| 
+ J|»(S)||   *  H*<f)|| 
I  - f(m) 
llf-fll 
T}f-9|| 
l!f-g|| 
l]f=9|| 
Al so     || f-in* | 
Now,  for feA^J  the condition that Il||f(m)||  - 1   translates to 
m 
m[meAAf « mj which Is really feA. So A*&' IS the set A with the 
objects f such that ||feA|| =1. We see that A'&) IS very large, and 
so we cannot extend it by the same procedure to something bigger, 
THEOREM:  If {b|)|ei      Is a palrwise disjoint collection. . 
from Band {f|}|Ci      Is any collection fromt('&' 
there Is an f In #) with ||f « f,||*b,.  If In 
addition 5bj - 1 this f Is unique. 
We also note that: 
For any formula $(x) there Is an f In A*B' with 
IM*>IMI»<f>ll 
Now we are ready to define a Boolean ultrapower. For v an ar- 
ts) bltrary ultrafliter on 3 we can define a two valued model U      /v, 
(B) 
called the (3,v) ultrapower of # p . This Is done by factoring 3 valued 
relations on Av ' by the ultrafliter v. Symbolically this Is written 
1* 
V^'/v 1=    R(f.,...,f ) Iff R(f,,...,fjev . Immediately we see In       i    n 
(ft) from the definition that a formula * (f,,...,f ) Is true In %/v 
•     n 
Iff ||*(f.,...,f )||ev , and that ft'°'/v Is an elementary extension 
of V. 
Finally we note that the case of Boolean untrapower 3 - 2* 
corresponds to the normal concept of ultrapowers. There Is an 
Isomorphism which takes an f In t(' to the map m-»-f"'{m} In vS       , 
and hence 1/S^  '/v ^   Ik /v. So we see that Boolean ultrapowers are 
a generalization of ultrapowers. We further observe that V^' of 
Boolean Valued Models for Set Theory Is a special case of A*^' as 
dealt with by Mansfield. Some work on V*"' as an ultrapower was done 
by Scott.6 
'. D. Scott, Boolean Valued Models for Set Theory, pp. 49-53. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FUZZY SETS 
!n deductive logic, It Is assumed that every proposition Is 
either true or false. This Is formally expressed In the axiomatic 
proposltlonal calculus by the law of the excluded middle. This two* 
valued logic fits nicely Into the design of switching systems because 
of Its simplicity and the fact that basic switching modules In 
common use are two proposltlonal. The difficulty has come In that, 
although simple and convenient, this approach does not mesh with 
most real world problems.  Real life situations are often ambiguous, 
and variables usually have values other than truth or falsehood. 
For example, the set of all beautiful women Is a set having loosely 
(fuzzily) defined attributes, and the concept of "belonging to a set" 
does not take on the usual two-valued, true-false logic. The classi- 
fication of a woman as a beautiful woman Is subjective In nature and 
depends on the person doing the classification, his background, his 
mood, etc, 
A few more examples: 
1) The set of all poor people.  (Do graduate students belong 
to this set? Do professors7) 
2) The set of all large numbers.  (Is 10,000 a member of 
this set?) 
3) The set of all tall men.  (You would probably not belong 
to this set If you lived among the Watusl tribe of Africa, 
However, you would most likely qualify for membership 
among a pigml tribe In South America, Do you feel you 
are a member?) 
16 
We need a way to deal with fuzzily defined sets, whose members 
do not possess sharply defined attributes. L. A. Zadeh proposed a 
"fuzzy set" In order to deal with the problem.7 A fuzzy set Is a class 
In which there may be a continous Infinity of grades of membership, 
with the grade of membership of an object x in a fuzzy set A repre- 
sented by a number PA(x) in the Interval [0,1], 
For example, consider the set of large numbers, A, and ascribe 
to 0, 5, 101, 1050, and 100,000 the membership grades of 0, 0, 0.134, 
0.314, and 1.0 respectively. Thus we see u (5)=0, UA(J.050)»0.3l4, 
and u (100,000)=1,0.  Such an assignment is subjective, but is precise 
and well-defined once It has been made. 
Some definitions relating to fuzzy sets follow:8 
EQUALITY       Two fuzzy sets A andJIn a space X are equal, 
A«B, Iff yA(x)=pB(x) for all x in X.  (We shall 
write V/i^Hg, suppressing the x.) 
CONTAINMENT     A fuzzy set A is contained In a fuzzy set B, 
AfiB, Iff y/\^B» That ls» for  an x ,n x» 
PAW^BW iff ASB- 
COMPLEMENTATION Atfuzzy set A' is the complement of a fuzzy 
set A iff uAi»l-uA. 
UNION The union of two fuzzy sets A and B, AUB, Is 
defined as the smallest fuzzy set containing 
both A and B.  From this we get the membership 
function of AUB. uAyB(x)=Max (uA(x),Ug(x)}. 
INTERSECTION    The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B, 
AflB, is defined as the largest fuzzy set 
contained.In both A and B. We know.the membership 
7 
< L. A. Zadeh, "Fuzzy Sets," Information and Control 8, p.338. 
Ibid, pp. 341-345, 350. 
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function of A B to be P/WIRM*^0     ' 
(uA(x),yB(x)} 
SHADOW Consider a fuzzy set A In En with membership 
function U^(x.,...,xn) with x=(xj,...,xn). 
Let H be a hyperplane In En. Let L be a line 
orthogonal to H and let h be Its point of 
Intersection with H. The shadow of A on H, 
SH(A), IS a fuzzy set with Us /Aj(h)»SupxGL 
uA(x) andv^H/Aj(x)=0 for xeH.H 
FUZZY RELATION  A fuzzy relation In X Is a fuzzy set In the 
product space X*X. For example, the relation 
denoted by x ^>y. x, yeR may be regarded as a 
fuzzy set A In R* with a membership function 
fA(*,y). 
Using the definitions of Union, Intersection, and Complementa- 
tion, we can develop a fuzzy logic. We will call a fuzzy variable 
the membership grade of a variable In a set. For example, let xj» 
I'AO'I). X, IS a fuzzy variable. We will use the operator + to denote 
the maximum of the membership grades, * to denote the minimum of the 
membership grades, and "~ to denote 1- the membership grade. 
Fuzzy formulas are defined recursively, generated by fuzzy 
variables x., x2, ... x as follows: 
1) A variable Xj is a fuzzy formula. 0 and 1 are fuzzy 
formulas. 
2) If* Is a fuzzy formula, then "$" Is a fuzzy formula. 
3) If 0 and ¥are fuzzy formulas, then Max {$,¥} and 
Mln {$,¥} are fuzzy formulas. 
k)    The above are the only fuzzy formulas. 
When we examine the algebra oh fuzzy sets, v/e see that we have 
a complete distributive lattice with V -Max and A «Mln. The lattice Is 
not a complemented and hence not a Boolean algebra. 
Zadeh's fuzzy sets with membership function on the Interval [0,1] 
can be generalized to an L-fuzzy set with membership function In some 
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complete distributive lattice, L. An L-fuzzy set A on a set X Is a 
function A:X-*t where L Is a complete distributive lattice. When L 
Is the lattice with two elements, (0,1) we get something analogous to 
set theory, where A can be thought of as the relation eC, where C CX, 
Thus, the crisp or sharply defined case, although It Is the quali- 
tative opposite of fuzzlness, Is technically a special case of an L- 
fuzzy set, the case L»{0,1}, The lattice [0,1] of fuzzy sets Is also 
a special case of an L-fuzzy set. 
To make fuzzy sets more useful In decision processes, the 
Ideas of fuzzy restrictions and fuzzy algorithms were proposed, A 
fuzzy restriction Is; a fuzzy relation which acts as an elastic 
constraint on the values that may be assigned to a variable,9 , Some 
examples of fuzzy restrictions are, 
The soup Is hot. 
Mark Is short. 
Susan Is a blonde. 
The car Is fast, 
Dzldra Is a very beautiful woman. 
Essentially a fuzzy restriction limits the possible values of an object 
by placing It In a fuzzy subset of some class, either fuzzy or nonfuzzy, 
of which we are talking. Thus Dzldra Is In a fuzzy subset of the fuzzy 
set of beautiful women, namely the set of very beautiful women. Also 
the fuzzy set of beautiful women Is a fuzzy subset of the set of women. 
Fuzzy algorithms are fuzzy Instructions that deal with fuzzy 
sets. One such Instruction Is, "If x Is large, Increase y by several 
». L. A. Zadeh, "Calculus of Fuzzy Restrictions", Fuzzy Sets 
and Their Application to Cognitive and Decision Processes, 
p. 2. 
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units." A nonfuzzy, or crisp, version of this Instruction could be, 
"If x >1000, Increase y by three units," In the crisp case we can 
have,several Instructions covering possible values of x: 
If x21000, Increase y by 5 units. 
If I003x<1000, Increase y by 3 units. 
If O^x^OO, Increase y by 2 units. 
The fuzzy case can parallel this with a set of fuzzy Instruc- 
tions C], where I Is an Index that ranges over a nonfuzzy set. 
If x Is very large, Increase y by a few units. 
If x Is large, Increase y by many units. 
If x Is small, Increase y by a little. 
If x Is very small, increase y by several units. 
Fuzzy sets and fuzzy algorithms v/l 11 have practical use because 
most realistic problems tend to be so complex as to be algorlthmlcally 
unsolvable or solvable in theory but not solvable practically, A 
move In chess, although it theoretically possesses an ideal solution, 
Is not feasible due to the large number of potential moves which must 
be considered. As a result, fuzzy, short-range goals are Introduced 
which make calculation of a move feasible. The military version of chess, 
troop deployment and movement, Is more complicated and has more variables 
Involved such as terrain, psychological advantage of surprise, weather, 
etc. Military strategists have used fuzzy goals In their thinking for 
centuries. Pattern recognition Is another area where fuzzy sets and 
fuzzy algorithms may be applicable. Fuzzy criteria may be set up to 
decide If a letter Is the letter "B" or whether It Is another letter. 
Fuzzy sets can be used in programming a robot or machine to do certain 
20 
Jobs. In psychology fuzzy sets would be useful In the study of learn- 
ing and memory* 
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CHAPTER k 
CONCLUSIONS 
Although the concept of Fuzzy Sets was developed for different 
reasons and has different applications than either Boolean-valued 
models of Set Theory or Boolean-valued ultrapowers, the concepts do 
have some connections. The Immediate similarity Is that a complete 
Boolean algebra Is a complete distributive lattice. The difference 
Is that two elements of a Boolean algebra have supremum and inftmum 
operators, while the operators in fuzzy set theory are maximum and 
minimum. The theories are different generalizations of the case of 
the 2-valued Boolean algebra {0,1} when maximum and minimum are 
respectively equivalent to supremum and inflmum. 
The fact that the lattice [0,1] of fuzzy sets Is not comple- 
mented does have advantages and Is a very useful way of looking at an 
object in relation to certain criteria of membership which are not 
clearly defined. For example, 
Let A ■ the numbers much larger than 1000 
B ■ the numbers much smaller than 1000 
C - the numbers much larger than 100, 
We can say from this that A contains C. Also as we look at a number 
X, we see that intuitively Max {pL(x), ^B(X^ is HAUB(X), 
Fuzzy sets prove to be useful when we relate the sets themselves to 
one another. 
It seems, however, that Zadeh's fuzzy sets, because of their 
simplicity, are cumbersome for dealing with two or more objects and 
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thetr respective membership functions In a certain fuzzy set. This 
Is evident by the fact that there have been several papers on the 
simplification or minimization of combinations of membership func- 
tions. Also our Intuition seems to want a stronger relationship between 
objects. For example, suppose that sitting before you are three 
dinners: 
Dinner X Is roast beef. 
Dinner Y Is lobster tall. 
Dinner Z Is burnt black toast. 
We want to consider the fuzzy set A, the set of "delicious meals". We 
will assign the values PA(X) « 0.85, VA(Y) - 0.9. a"d Mz) " 0.005. 
Suppose now that our best friend Is having dinner and we want to serve 
him a delicious meal. We want to carry two of the meals out to htm 
and let him choose which he wishes to eat. The value given "Y Is a 
delicious meal or Z Is a delicious meal" Is Max {0.9, 0.005) ■ 0.9, 
and likewise the value given "X Is a delicious meal or Y Is a delicious 
meal" Is Max {O.85, 0.9) - 0.9#  According to our values there should 
be no difference between a menu of lobster and burnt black toast, and 
a menu of lobster and roast beef.  Intuitively this seems distorted. 
Also our friend Is more likely to have a delicious meal If given the 
choice between roast beef and lobster as opposed to simply getting lobster. 
One possibility, which to our knowledge has not been adequately 
pursued, Is that of letting the membership function take on values of a 
Boolean Algebra, This would be assigning >JEA a Boolean value, as done 
in Boolean-Valued Models of Set Theory. Or It could be thought of as 
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assigning functions defined on some set Boolean values, as done with 
Boolean Ultrapowers. A boolean-valued membership function would 
alleviate the above problems of dealing with two or more objects* 
There are situations in which we would wnat some fuzzy sets to be 
complemented. Suppose we are try»lng to recognize an alphabetic charac- 
ter. We know, or assume that the object was intended to be a character. 
It may not be clear, however, which character it is, and so we get 
the fuzzy subsets "is a B", "is a P", and so forth. The character 
might be "B" or "P", but it is surely not both. Also Boolean-valued 
assignments might help us deal with the context In which the character 
was found. 
One disadvantage of a Boolean valued membership function is 
that It is more complicated, and we must be careful In our assign- 
ment of values to objects. The reason for care Is that supremums and 
infimums which relate objects or sets to one another must be taken 
Into account during value assignment. One alternative which seems 
very feasible Is to use a Boolean-valued membership function, and 
where and when desirable, converting to a membership function on 
[0,1] by taking a measure. This procedure would take advantage of 
both concepts. 
The concept of L-fuzzy sets, which has the same lattice 
structure as Boolean valued fuzzy sets with the exception of comple- 
mentation, should have a great deal of applications. However, most 
2k 
applied work has been done with fuzzy sets, and work on L-fuzzy sets 
has not been In the area of applied problems.  Boolean valued fuzzy 
sets can be viewed as a specific part of L-fuzzy sets. 
The Idea of Boolean valued Fuzzy Sets may have some use In 
certain situations, and as the subject of fuzzy sets Is pursued by 
Its growing number of researchers, these applications may become 
clearer. 
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